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Ten guidelines for the design of non-assembly mechanisms: The case of 3D-printed prosthetic hands
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Abstract
In developing countries, prosthetic workshops are limited, difficult to reach, or even non-existent. Especially, fabrication of active, multi-articulated, and personalized hand prosthetic devices is often seen as a time-consuming and demanding process. An active prosthetic hand made through the fused deposition modelling technology and fully assembled right after the end of the 3D printing process will increase accessibility of prosthetic devices by reducing or bypassing the current manufacturing and post-processing steps. In this study, an approach for producing active hand prosthesis that could be fabricated fully assembled by fused deposition modelling technology is developed. By presenting a successful case of non-assembly 3D printing, this article defines a list of design considerations that should be followed in order to achieve fully functional non-assembly devices. Ten design considerations for additive manufacturing of non-assembly mechanisms have been proposed and a design case has been successfully addressed resulting in a fully functional prosthetic hand. The hand prosthesis can be 3D printed with an inexpensive fused deposition modelling machine and is capable of performing different types of grasping. The activation force required to start a pinch grasp, the energy required for closing, and the overall mass are significantly lower than body-powered commercial prosthetic hands. The results suggest that this non-assembly design may be a good alternative for amputees in developing countries.
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Introduction
The World Health Organization (WHO)\(^1\) estimates that there are \(\approx 40\) million amputees in developing countries and that only \(\approx 5\%\) of them have access to prosthetic devices. In low-income countries, there are only a few big cities capable of providing reasonable healthcare conditions and transportation from rural areas is usually complicated, expensive, and may take several days. Amputees who come from villages either do not have access to prostheses whatsoever or they rarely go back for follow-up checks, maintenance, or repair.\(^2\)\(^-\)\(^4\) In most of the cases, there is a general lack of trained personnel and materials making, prosthetic workshops limited, difficult to reach, or even non-existent.\(^5\)\(^-\)\(^6\) In particular, fabrication of active, multi-articulated, and personalized hand prosthetic devices are often seen as a time-consuming and demanding process due to the large quantity of uncommonly shaped parts and long assembly times.

Non-assembly mechanisms are often referred to as such mechanical arrangement of bodies whose fabrication is achieved without the need for additional assembly steps.\(^7\) Fabrication of non-assembly mechanisms is an attractive approach because post-manufacturing steps are reduced or excluded when building multi-articulated mechanisms. Such paradigm shift in manufacturing of mechanisms has been made possible thanks to the advent of additive manufacturing (AM) technologies, also referred to as three-dimensional (3D) printing. AM creates 3D parts through sequential accumulation of material in a layer-by-layer process.\(^8\) This manufacturing method enables
fabrication of structures with unusual geometries without the need for any particular manual skill, elaborate tooling, or labour-intensive procedures. The inherent design versatility delivered by AM technologies is the core motivation for a significant change in the current approach of designing working mechanisms.

With the rapid development of AM technologies, many 3D printing techniques have become easily accessible and have opened a window for creating low-cost functional parts with very uncommon geometries. The case of the fused deposition modelling (FDM) technique is a clear example of how AM technologies could reach the level required by producing accessible equipment and developing 3D printing materials suitable for many engineering applications. Several research groups and non-profit organizations have already demonstrated how various limitations of conventional manufacturing could be mitigated by FDM to fabricate inexpensive and functional prosthetic hands. A successful example is the raptor hand. Many of the same organizations have also granted free online access to the digital drawings as open-source files. However, extra post-assembly steps are still required to deliver fully functional prosthetic devices to users. Trained personnel and extra parts are necessary, thus reducing the overall accessibility of prostheses.

Non-assembly mechanisms have been successfully fabricated with different AM techniques including traditional rigid-body joints made out of polymers and metals, compliant joints, soft robots, and actuators. However, no design processes based on FDM technology that could be followed to achieve fully functional non-assembly mechanisms have been reported so far. An active prosthetic hand made through the FDM technology and fully assembled right after the end of the 3D printing process will increase accessibility of prosthetic devices by reducing or bypassing the current manufacturing and post-processing steps. The goal of this study therefore was to develop an approach for producing active hand prosthesis that could be fabricated fully assembled by FDM technology. By presenting a successful case of non-assembly 3D printing, we aim to define a list of design considerations that should be followed in order to achieve fully functional non-assembly devices.

Case study: a non-assembly 3D-printed hand prosthesis for developing countries

The hand prosthesis should be specifically designed to be 3D-printed fully assembled and to meet the basic functional requirements listed below:

Body-powered control. Body-powered (BP) hand prostheses offer easy and intuitive control. The simple driving principle provides a straightforward way to use the prosthetic device to users while allowing them to benefit from proprioceptive force feedback. Such characteristics make BP prosthesis easy to implement in developing countries. The new prosthesis should also have voluntary closing control due to the direct relation between the pinch force and the driving force that is delivered to users.

Adaptive grasp. Grasping of a large variety of objects is simpler when fingers could adapt their grasping pattern. This could be achieved by introducing adaptability between the fingers inside the prosthetic hand. Even when only a single driving force is available (due to the BP control), the finger links should perform motion differentials between themselves to achieve adaptive grasp.

Cosmetics. A device that resembles a human hand is considered essential in some developing countries because it contributes to the patient’s acceptance in their community. Moreover, a highly cosmetic prosthesis is commonly more accepted among users and according to Plettenburg is part of the basic requirements. Therefore, the hand prosthesis should have the basic dimensions of an average human and resemble a real hand.

Low weight. Wearing comfortability of prosthetic hands is directly related to the mass of the device. Since the prosthetic device is perceived as an extra load, mass should be taken to a minimum. Considering the weight of a human hand (426 ± 62 g), the prosthetic hand should weigh less than the average hand by one standard deviation (364 g).

Water proof and dust proof. Highly reliable prosthetic hands work properly under several environmental conditions. The hand should be manufactured from washable and corrosion-resistant materials especially for developing countries where high moisture and dirt is commonly found.

Functioning principle

The main design concept of the hand prosthesis (Figure 1) consists of four moving fingers driven by a single link and a static thumb. All fingers are connected to the palm by a single hinge joint allowing full rotational motion. The fingers are coupled together following a whipple tree configuration. This enables motion differentials between the fingers, thereby allowing adaptive grasp. All moving fingers are pulled by a force transmission system consisting of a main driving link, the whipple tree configuration, and the connecting links of the fingers. The fingers are driven by a Bowden cable connected to the main driving link and restricted to follow a linear motion along with the excursion of the cable. Restoring forces are achieved by springs connected to the base of the fingers.
Design considerations applied in the hand prosthetic design

General design considerations.

1. Large play. AM achieves different fabrication accuracies depending on the technology and machine used. The minimum building feature varies among AM techniques and should be taken into consideration to set proper tolerance values. Furthermore, there could be a considerable dimensional difference between the computer-aided design (CAD) and the built object. Due to such differences, conservative values for clearances between the bodies should always be used. Although FDM machines have achieved fabrication accuracies of features as small as 0.1 mm, 3D printing several bodies in a single step using such a small gap to distinguish between bodies does not always result in a successful outcome. There might also be small differences between different printing jobs even when the same FDM machine and printing parameters are used. These dimensional variances could cause fusion of printed parts. A minimum gap of 0.5 mm between the moving bodies guarantees non-fusion of plastic parts during the printing process. All mechanical parts should therefore be 3D printed with a minimum tolerance of 0.5 mm to ensure proper division of individual parts.

2. 3D-printed surfaces. When building overhangs with FDM, addition of support structures might be unavoidable. Non-soluble support structures need to be extracted manually and are undesired because the process contributes to a poor surface finish. Interacting surfaces requiring smooth motion should not be connected to support structures because the chances of high roughness and friction in the final parts are increased. In order to avoid this, such surfaces must be printed perpendicular to the printing plane and without any structural adhesion to the support structures.

3. Support removal. Removal of washable support structures requires open purge connections where solvent liquids can be pushed through in and out. These openings can be as small as the minimum area required to provide constant flow of the liquid. On the other hand, as previously mentioned, non-washable structures need to be manually removed, thus requiring wider openings. Such support structures must be easily reachable by hand or common tools. Given the printing direction, enclosed connections of links within the whipple tree mechanism and the hinge joints of the fingers inevitably require support structures. Such enclosed configurations should be designed with proper openings to allow for easy access to the support structures. Bodies enclosing the support structures are recommended to be separated minimally by 1 mm distance. This provides sufficient gap where support structures could be manipulated and where, following extraction, occasional residuary material does not affect motion. Likewise, a minimum opening area of 4 mm² offering 1 mm distance between bodies provides a sufficient aperture for common pliers and is also recommended.

4. Integrated parts. Different standard part functions could be included directly into the design of 3D-printed assemblies. Functions delivered by external components of traditional assemblies such as bolts, springs, and washers could be provided through smart design of 3D-printed parts. For example, working hinge joints and springs could be built from printing materials and be also integrated directly into the entire assembly. Here, transmission linkage from the whipple tree mechanisms to the base of each finger is accomplished by semi-circle leaf springs. This compliant shape has two major advantages as compared to other force transmission designs. First, the semi-circle shape ensures constant moment arm transmission to the fingers for the complete range of positions. Second, following activation of fingers motion, as the leaf springs recover from deformation, the resulting spring behaviour provides a clever way to return the moving parts to their neutral position.

Design considerations for mechanical play.

5. Reduction of play. Due to the layer-by-layer process of AM, surfaces fabricated perpendicular to the printing plane present decreased dimensional accuracy (smoothness) due to the well-known ‘staircase effect’. For instance, cross-sectional curved geometries are built with well-defined shapes when they are oriented parallel to the printing plane. Accurate curved shapes, like the hinge joints in the fingers, must be printed with their circular cross-section area oriented parallel to the building plate. In this way, contacting surfaces inside the hinge joints present smoother surfaces and thus reduced friction.
6. Re-accommodation of play. Due to building tolerances, undesired high play might be expected. Moving parts are estimated to shift contact points continuously inside joints. However, to keep proper functionality, joints could be designed in such a way that they are automatically aligned under the effect of the driving force. Such configuration allows for fixation of joints when required. All mechanical components that are part of the whipple tree configuration are connected with the presence of high play (Figure 2). In passive conditions, all joints are allowed to move freely inside the boundaries of the connection. Nevertheless, the curved structures designed in each connection permit an instant alignment of joints in the presence of the driving force. When the driving link (bottom link) is moved downwards by the activation force, all connected links move downwards to the edge of the curvature providing fixed connecting points (Figure 2).

7. Compliant parts. Considerable elastic deformation is achievable by many printing materials without the risk of failure. Based on this fact, moving joints presenting small displacements could be fabricated in a compliant configuration. Compliant joints do not present friction and most importantly they could achieve motion out of a monolithic structure. Compliant configurations facilitate non-assembly manufacturing and are therefore preferred when play inside joints is unacceptable and should be included when possible. Force transmission from the whipple tree mechanism to each individual finger is achieved by compliant connections over the base of each finger (Figure 3). Such connections present relatively low displacement and help to provide spring behaviour due to the energy stored when deformed.

Design considerations for part strength.

8. Cross-section of parts. Given the geometric freedom delivered by AM, all parts withstanding forces should be shaped to present sufficient cross-section area to evade the risk of material failure. All part connections should also present increased contact surface area and eliminate point and line contacts as well as sharp corners to exclude stress concentrations. All moving parts, from the driving link to the semi-circle leaf springs, should be smoothly in contact by rounded surfaces and be fully aligned to the line of action of the driving force to prevent unnecessary bending moments (Figure 3). Likewise, the leaf spring connection with the base of the fingers should have a smooth transition in order to prevent stress concentrations (Figure 3). All links should present sufficient cross-section area, considering the equal division of the driving force among the fingers, to prevent the failure of the material due to high tensile stresses.

9. Density of parts. The building principles of some AM techniques allow control of material density in printed parts while keeping pre-set outer shapes. Such density control could be used to maximize part strength or reduce weight, time, and cost. Parts withstanding
High stress should be printed with 70%–100% of material infill, whereas low-stressed parts should be printed with lower densities in order to reduce overall mass and material cost. In our design, all moving parts from the driving link to the semi-circle leaf springs as well as the hinge joint connecting all fingers to the palm present 100% material density. Cosmetic parts presenting low forces like fingers and palm present 15% material density.

10. Part anisotropy. Nearly all AM technologies produce parts presenting anisotropic mechanical behaviour. In most of the cases, 3D-printed parts are stronger along directions in parallel with the printing plane (plane defined by the building plate). Poor inter-layer bonding leads to weak tensile and torsional properties when the part is loaded along the perpendicular direction of the printing plane. Parts like the whipple tree system or the semi-circle leaf spring connections stand high tensile forces due to the actuation force. Furthermore, additional bending stress is present in the leaf spring due to its semi-circle configuration. The best mechanical performance, that is, higher ultimate stress and higher ultimate strain, is also achieved by printing layers along the direction of the stress induced by the bending moments. The corresponding critical cross-sectional areas under stress should therefore be built perpendicular to the printing plane. In other words, the prosthesis should be printed sideways.

The 10 guidelines of non-assembly mechanism design with 3D printing

Based on the analysis presented in the previous section regarding the design considerations, here we summarize the 10 design guidelines for 3D-printed hand prosthesis. The applicability of these guidelines to the different parts of prostheses is visualized using annotation in Figure 4:

General
1. Design in terms of large mechanical play.
2. Support moving parts perpendicular to their plane of interaction. Planes which require smooth surfaces (e.g. planes of interaction) should not be touched by the support material.
4. Integrate the functionality of standard parts (e.g. bolts, springs, and washer) into the design.

Play
5. Reduce play by positioning the parts with high tolerances in parallel with the printing plane.
6. Remove play by pretension or actuation force.
7. Avoid play by replacing rigid contact by compliant interfaces.

Stress
8. Design the shape of various components according to the stress.
9. Choose the material density (when 3D printing) according to the stress.
10. Align the 3D printing plane with the dominant load.

Materials and methods

An Ultimaker 3 machine loaded with polylactic acid (PLA) material was used to print the prosthetic hand. A layer thickness of 0.2 mm and a printing speed of 70 mm/s were used as 3D printing parameters. The part dimensions are overall delimited by a building volume of $94.4 \text{mm} \times 223.8 \text{mm} \times 99.6 \text{mm}$. Figure 5 shows the printing direction of the hand prosthesis.

An experimental setup and protocol based on our previous work was used to assess the mechanical performance of the device. The test setup measured (1) pinch force output given an activation input force and (2) the energy efficiency of the prosthesis for a closing-opening cycle. The test setup consisted of a load cell (Zemic: FLB3G-C3-50kg-6B) to measure the input force, a custom-built 11-mm-thick case housing, a FUTEK LLB130 force load cell placed on the thumb fingertip to measure pinch force, and a displacement sensor (Schaevitz: LCIT 2000) to measure the actuation displacements.
The mechanical efficiency of the prosthesis is obtained by measuring the energy employed to close the device and the energy delivered back to return the fingers to the open position. The energy employed in each event could be determined by integrating the forces along the displacements obtained. A measure of the energy dissipated by the device could be obtained as the difference between the input energy and the returned energy. To measure the variables of interest, the following protocol has been followed:

A full closing and opening cycle without pinching. Closing and pinching the pinch load cell until an actuation force of 100 N was reached. The load cell is pressed against the thumb by the index and middle fingers of the prosthesis.

Data availability

The datasets generated during and/or analysed during this study are available from the corresponding author on reasonable request.

Results

The hand prosthesis printed from PLA is shown in Figure 4. The prosthetic device could achieve adaptive grasping even though it was driven by a single force signal. A counter force was delivered by the compliant behaviour of the leaf springs to return the fingers to an open state during passive conditions. A driving link was fabricated with the hand prosthesis in order to manually activate the device and perform several grasping patterns (Figure 6). Pinch force–activation force relationship is presented in Figure 7. The prosthesis allows for BP control, its geometrical shape resembles a real human hand, it has a mass of 130 g, and its building material makes it water and dust proof. Furthermore, the cost of the material lies around US$10. The energy for closing the device was calculated to be 0.104 N m, and the energy dissipated during a full closing-opening cycle was calculated as 0.048 N m.

Discussion

A functional multi-articulated hand prosthesis was designed and manufactured using 3D printing. The design procedure has concluded in a concept that reduces manufacturing requirements to a single 3D printer and its building material. Extra material, supplies, or laborious post-manufacturing steps have been eliminated. In addition to fulfilling the functional requirements listed here, the material cost of this prosthetic hand is low as compared to commercial prosthetic devices as well as similar 3D-printed prosthetic hands. The activation force required to start a pinch grasp on the 11-mm load cell (16–18 N) and the energy required for closing (0.104 N m) are significantly lower than other BP commercial prosthetic hands (Figure 7(a) and (b)). The force transmission ratio is, however, lower and is clear from the slope between the input and output forces. Pinch force was measured only by the gripping action of the index and middle fingers. Equal distribution of the activation force between every finger suggests similar pinching forces for the ring and little fingers. By extrapolating the pinch force measurements, one could argue that gripping forces during power grasp could be at least doubled if all fingers are used at the same time. Despite relatively low pinch forces, the hand prosthesis is capable of reaching reasonable pinching forces and different grasping patterns in order to execute various daily activities. According to Kate et al., only one 3D-printed hand prosthesis has been tested for gripping forces, reporting similar fingertip force measurements (3.9–11.5 N). For activities requiring more than 15 N grasping force, the corresponding input force needed (> 100 N) might be unacceptable for many users. Design alternatives such as increased transmission moment arms to the fingers, unequal distribution of force favouring index and middle fingers, and merging the ring and little finger into a single driving link could increase the force delivered by the index and middle fingers into precision grasps.

The design considerations conceived here should be followed as guidelines to circumvent many of the limitations commonly found when using AM to build non-assembly mechanisms. This guideline was followed to build a prosthetic hand with the most accessible AM technology, that is, FDM. Reference values employed to fulfil the design considerations proposed are therefore based on the characteristics of FDM. Considering the AM machine used here (i.e. Ultimaker 3) and its relatively low building accuracy, dimensions employed in the case presented here are an appropriate starting point for building non-assembly mechanisms with all AM techniques. Lower tolerance values and the use of washable support structures could be set to solve mechanical problems arising from high play between
joints, if the corresponding AM technology and equipment are available.

Although large mechanical play is often seen as a significant concern in traditional mechanical design, it is usually necessary in FDM-based mechanical design and is addressed using the advantages of AM. AM characteristic of geometrical freedom allows for design of mechanical linkages that conveniently remove

Figure 6. Grasping patterns. Pinch grasping (top left and right), power grasping (middle left and right), spherical grasping (bottom left), and tripod grasping (bottom right).

Figure 7. The mechanical assessment of the prosthesis: (a) input force versus pinch force and (b) cable displacement versus the input force of a closing-opening cycle.
mechanical play when actuated or reconfigured. Driving forces can reposition moving components into desired locations when needed. Furthermore, extra components that could remove mechanical play by manually reconfiguring their position inside the device are the other options. Compliant components might also be considered when mechanical play is unwanted and the range of motion is suitable for the deformation limits of 3D printing materials. Compliant configurations could also be included when a spring behaviour is required as shown by the fabrication of the semi-circle leaf springs. Here, compliancy was achieved by manipulating the geometry of the constructs even though the mechanical behaviour of 3D-printed parts of all materials compatible with FDM are unknown to their full extent, especially reflecting on their response to large deformations. 3D printing thin sheets of PLA as curved shapes allowed relatively small deformations and sufficient spring behaviour even for a material such as PLA that is usually considered brittle.

Despite successful fabrication of non-assembly mechanisms using PLA, little attention was paid to the building materials during the design process employed and presented here. This study was focused on exploiting the advantages of AM when designing non-assembly mechanisms while maximizing design versatility. We found that given one particular material (PLA), the preferred mechanical response could be achieved by manipulating the geometry of parts. In this way, compliant and rigid body parts are created out of a single material. Undoubtedly, the intrinsic mechanical properties of every 3D printing material differ between each other, which in consequence open a window for different design opportunities. For instance, when large deformation is required, other FDM materials such as Nylon present better resistance for large bending strain and should be considered as well. Nevertheless, as mentioned before, 3D-printed parts are highly anisotropic and their mechanical behaviour, including their compliant behaviour, strongly depends on the 3D printing direction. Based on previous research we have built critical parts depositing the fibres parallel and longitudinally to the loading direction in order to provide best mechanical performance. Still, a thorough study regarding compliant design properties of all 3D printing materials compatible with FDM and 3D printing parameters should be conducted in order to provide better tools when choosing a more suited combination of material and design concepts to solve a specific engineering problem.

Despite achieving different grasping patterns, a more in-depth quantitative study of this prosthetic design, including mechanical performance and capabilities, should be considered in order to provide a thorough comparative analysis on the functionality of the alternatives found in literature. Furthermore, activities requiring high grasping forces might be unrealizable for most users. Further design steps should be geared towards increased force transmission ratio. That being said, most of daily activities require low gripping force. The low material costs and the reduced post-processing assembly steps suggest that this non-assembly design may be a good alternative for amputees in developing countries.

Conclusion

Ten design considerations for AM of non-assembly mechanisms have been proposed and a design case has been successfully addressed resulting in a fully functional prosthetic hand. The hand prosthesis was 3D printed with an inexpensive FDM machine and is capable of performing different types of grasping as a result of the adaptive grasp provided by its inner mechanism. Furthermore, the prosthesis has been fabricated under a process that reduces manufacturing requirements to a single 3D printer and its building material. Extra material, supplies, or laborious post-manufacturing steps have been eliminated, hence introducing the first non-assembly hand prosthesis manufactured by FDM. Given the characteristics of FDM, such non-assembly process will increase the accessibility of prosthetic devices in developing countries by producing cheap and customized parts regardless of any specialized workshops and tools and highly skilled personnel. We encourage the use of the design considerations recommended here as a guideline for future design and manufacturing of fully assembled mechanisms.
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